Banke Hotel – Celebrate Mother’s Day in Paris
The perfect gift for mums who love to travel in style: a trip to Paris that offers a unique experience, including a bespoke tour,
curated exclusively for guests of luxury Hotel Banke 5*, that will make you feel like travelling back in time to the golden age of
Parisian opulence.

OLD PARIS EXPERIENCE PACKAGE
From £595 for 2 per night
A special Mother’s Day exploring the historical 9th arrondissement from the time of
Sun King, Louis XIV, to the Belle Epoque, when the Palais Royal was at the center of
affluent Parisian life to finish up with a complimentary cocktail at Le Bar.
The private tour includes:
• A 2 hours tour with VIP treatment including skip-the-line tickets,
• Local guides that show the city from an internal perspective.
• Visits and tours 100% adaptable to your pace and needs.
• A complimentary Opera cocktail at Banke’s LE BAR.
• Tour is in English
The stay at Hotel Banke 5* includes:
• A junior suite with luxurious bedding with Sateen Weave High Thread 100% cotton
sheets and complimentary luxury White Company toiletries.
• A la carte and buffet breakfast for two.
• A complimentary bottle of wine.
• Late checkout.

HOTEL BANKE 5*
Located in the very heart of the Opera district and in one of the most luxurious
shopping areas of the centre of Paris, Derby Hotels Collection Paris flagship is close
to upmarket Galeries Lafayette. Opéra Garnier and Grevin Museum are cultural
highlights, and some of the area's notable landmarks include Moulin Rouge and
Palais Royal. Banke 5* also boasts an extensive art collection, historically priceless
jewelry from cultures around the world: Egyptian, African, pre-Columbian, Roman and
Buddhist, art pieces that guests will find in their own rooms and around the hotel.

Derby Hotels is a collection of unique and original hotels, combining art, luxury and culture. Each hotel houses
an original art collection, making it a small museum of inestimable artistic value. More information at:
derbyhotels.com +3493 366 8800. Follow us on @derby_hotels. For media enquires: Roman PR at
london@romanrm.com / +44 207 0092008

